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Chapter 1 - Course Introduction
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Explain the purpose of shell programs.

Recognize applications for shell programs.

Design and write shell programs of moderate complexity.

Manage multiple concurrent processes to achieve higher utilization of UNIX.

Course Objectives
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The primary objective of this course is for you to gain the knowledge required to design and write shell
scripts. This is an introductory course, so not all features of shell programming are covered here. As with
any computer programming language, your shell programming abilities will develop over time as you write
(and read) more scripts. The Suggested References page in this chapter lists several books that you may
wish to acquire for your shell programming library.

Not everyone who attends this course is interested in writing shell scripts. Many people need just to read
scripts but not write them. For example, many UNIX software packages are installed with shell scripts, and
if you run a script to do an installation, you must be able to troubleshoot the script if it fails. If such a script
fails, it is very likely that the problem is not in the script, but in the environment in which the script executes.
Perhaps the real problem has to do with permissions, a missing file or directory, or some limitation such as
too little disk space. The ability to read the script will enable you to determine where it failed and why, and
thus provide clues about what must be done before attempting the installation again.

This class meets the needs of future shell script writers, readers, and modifiers!
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Audience: This course is designed for UNIX users who need to be able to read
and write shell scripts. You will write many shell scripts in this class.

Prerequisites:  User-level skills in the UNIX environment, such as file
manipulation, editing, and use of utilities are necessary. The ability to program in
a high-level language (such as BASIC, COBOL, or Pascal) is very helpful in
completing the lab exercises.

Classroom Environment:

UNIX system with one terminal per student.

Course Overview
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Using the Workbook

Chapter 2 Servlet Basics
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Add an init() method to your Today servlet that initializes a bornOn date, then print the bornOn date

along with the current date:

Today.java

...

public class Today extends GenericServlet {

private Date bornOn;

public void service(ServletRequest request,

ServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException

{

...

// Write the document

out.println("This servlet was born on " + bornOn.toString());

out.println("It is now " + today.toString());

}

public void init() {

bornOn = new Date();

}

}

Hands On:

The init() method is

called when the servlet is

loaded into the container.

This workbook design is based on a page-pair, consisting of a Topic page and a Support page. When you
lay the workbook open flat, the Topic page is on the left and the Support page is on the right. The Topic
page contains the points to be discussed in class. The Support page has code examples, diagrams, screen
shots and additional information. Hands On sections provide opportunities for practical application of key
concepts. Try It and Investigate sections help direct individual discovery.

In addition, there is an index for quick look-up. Printed lab solutions are in the back of the book as well as
on-line if you need a little help.

Java Servlets
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� The servlet container controls the life cycle of the servlet.

� When the first request is received, the container loads the  servlet class

and calls the init() method.

� For every request, the container uses a separate thread to call

the service() method.

� When the servlet is unloaded, the container calls the destroy()

method.

� As with Java’s finalize() method, don’t count on this being

called.

� Override one of the init() methods for one-time initializations, instead of

using a constructor.

� The simplest form takes no parameters.

public void init() {...}

� If you need to know container-specific configuration information, use

the other version.

public void init(ServletConfig config) {...

� Whenever you use the ServletConfig approach, always call the

superclass method, which performs additional initializations.

super.init(config);

The Servlet Life Cycle

The Topic page provides
the main topics for

classroom discussion.

The Support page has
additional information,

examples and suggestions.

Code examples are in a
fixed font and shaded. The
on-line file name is listed
above the shaded area.

Screen shots show
examples of what you
should see in class.

Topics are organized into
first ( ), second ( ) and

third ( ) level points.

Pages are numbered
sequentially throughout

the book, making lookup
easy.

Callout boxes point out
important parts of the

example code.
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Chapter 2 - UNIX Processes

Objectives

Describe what UNIX processes are
and explain how they are organized.

Use the ps command (and its various
options) to display the status of
currently running processes.

Run and manage shell background
processes.

Redirect the standard error messages
of a process to a file or to the "bit-
bucket."
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Computer Memory

A shell process

1

3

$ ls  # Load /bin/ls

$ cd  # Don't load a file

An "ls" process

Program

running

in process

Disk

File:

/bin/ls

Program

image on

disk

2

A UNIX process is what a program executes in.

Programs reside in files on disk, and when you run them, they get loaded from
disk to memory, into a process.

Many times the words "program" and "process" are used interchangeably.

Almost any command you type (not every one, but most) will start running in a
new process.

Commands that are stand-alone programs like /bin/ls will run in a new
process.

Some commands are built into the shell, like cd. They are executed by the
shell, without starting a new process.

What is a Process?
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To tell whether a command is a program on disk or a shell "built-in," use the type command:

type ls
/ls is /bin/ls

type cd
cd is a shell built-in

We will discuss why some commands are built-ins and some are programs.
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UNIX processes, like the file system, are hierarchical.

Every process (except the first one, init) has a parent process.

Every process has a unique process id, called its PID.

When you type a command like who, the shell (a process) creates a child
process to execute the command, which is a program.

The parent shell waits for the child to execute.

When the child program finishes, control is returned to the parent.

When you type a built-in command, like cd, then the shell itself performs the
command, without starting a new child process.

Question: Why is cd a built-in? Why doesn't the shell create a child
process to execute cd? Think about what cd does.

To see what processes are running on a UNIX system, use the ps command.

Process Structure
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To see all the built-in commands that the shell knows about and executes, read the manual entry for ksh.
You may want to try this to read the man page:

man ksh | col -b > ksh.man
view ksh.man
/Special Commands <— Search for "Special Commands"

If Special Commands isn't found then try searching for Built-in Commands, or ignore case (:set ic) then
search again. The output of the man command contains control codes for underlining and highlighting that
make it difficult to search for patterns in the man entry. col -b removes all such codes, and outputs a pure
ASCII (readable) file which we save in ksh.man for viewing. Using view allows us to search for patterns.

This technique is very useful for large manual entries, and ksh is one of the largest!
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The ps utility shows the process status of currently executing processes.

With no options, ps shows only your processes:

ps
  PID CLS PRI TTY TIME COMD

  14722  TS  59 pts004 0:00 ps
  14284  TS  70 pts004 0:00 ksh

The ps Utility
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The column headings and meanings are shown below. For more detailed descriptions, read the man pages
for ps.
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The -f option gives a full listing of each process:

ps -f
UID   PID  PPID  CLS PRI C    STIME TTY TIME COMD
s1 14724 14284   TS  59 0 14:49:33 pts004 0:00 ps -f
s1 14284 14282   TS  70 0 09:51:06 pts004 0:00 -ksh

The -e option lists every process running on the system:

ps -ef
 UID   PID  PPID  CLS PRI  C    STIME TTY TIME COMD
root     0     0  SYS  79  0   Apr 25 ? 2:20 sysproc
root     1     0   TS  70  0   Apr 25 ? 0:43 /sbin/init
root    75    74   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:29 /etc/ifor_pmd
root    77    75   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:07 /etc/ifor_sld
root    74     1   TS  70  0   Apr 25 ? 0:00 /etc/ifor_pmd
root   606   596   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:01 /usr/lib/saf/li

sten nbcots
root    76    75   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:00 /etc/sco_cpd
root   599   466   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:04 lmx.srv -s 1
root    97     1   TS  88  0   Apr 25 ? 0:00 /usr/lib/mousem

gr
root   247     1   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:05 /usr/sbin/syslo

gd
root   596     1   TS  85  0   Apr 25 ? 0:01 /usr/lib/saf/sa

c -t 300
root   604   596   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:01 /usr/lib/saf/tt

ymon
root   605   596   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:03 /usr/sbin/inetd

  jeffh 14260 14258 TS  70  0 09:49:14 pts/3 0:00 -ksh
root   275     1   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:01 /usr/sbin/rpcbi

nd
root   292     1   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:00 hostmibd
root   221     1   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 1:07 /usr/sbin/in.ro

uted
jeffh 14363 14260 TS  80  0 10:05:35 pts/3 0:01 sqlplus s11/tra

in1
root 14258   605   TS  80  0 09:51:06 ? 0:01 in.telnetd
root   330     1   TS  80  0   Apr 25 ? 0:05 /usr/lib/sendma

il -q1m -bd

Options to the ps Utility
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More column headings and meanings are shown below.
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If you type the & character at the end of a command, the command will run in the
background.

The shell will display the job number and PID of the background command, then
return with a prompt immediately.

You can type more commands while the background job runs.

The following will do a recursive long listing of the root directory (which means
every file on the system), and redirect the output to allfiles. The prompt comes
back and we do a ps -f to see the command running in the background.

ls -lR / > allfiles &
[1]     3212
ps -f

UID  PID PPID  C   STIME TTY TIME COMD
s1 3212 1341 57 14:00:26 pts/1 0:02 ls -lR /
s1 1341 1339  1 10:13:06 pts/1 0:01 -ksh
s1 3213 1341  7 14:00:29 pts/1 0:00 ps -f

Background Commands (&)
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When you do the recursive long listing on the facing page, you will eventually start getting error messages on
your screen. They are coming from the ls command as it attempts to do long listings of directories for which
you don't have permission.

This command is running in the background creating a very large file called allfiles. Why does allfiles get so
big? Because you are attempting to long list every single file in the entire file system.

We need to kill this ls command since it is spraying error messages to the screen, and allfiles will get too
big.

The next page tells us what to do.
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Background jobs can be stopped in their tracks with the kill command.

kill [SIGNAL] PID

On the previous page we did:

ls -lR / > allfiles &
[1]     3212

Let's kill it!

kill 3212 # Use the PID of your ls command.

Another way of killing this is:

kill %1

where 1 is job number 1.

Killing Background Processes
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The name "kill" is a misnomer. This command does not really kill a process; in fact, it sends it a signal. A
signal is a mechanism UNIX uses for inter-process communication. When you say:

kill 3212

you are really sending a signal to process 3212.

Signals are identified by integers, and each signal has a different meaning. The default signal sent by kill is
signal 15, which asks the receiving process to terminate.

When a signal is received by a process, the process' program must either:

1. Take the default action associated with the signal,

2. Take a programmer-defined action, or

3. Ignore the signal.

If a process has been programmed to catch or ignore signal 15, then you can send it signal 9, which (by
UNIX law) cannot be caught or ignored by a process. Signal 9 is a "sure kill" and will always terminate a
process, provided you are the owner of the process. You would send it like this:

kill -9 3212

Why do programs catch signals? So that they can be advised to terminate but still have an opportunity to
perform clean up tasks, such as remove temporary files, before they die.

Investigate:

Read the manual entry for signal(5) to gain a deeper understanding of how they work.

man 5 signal
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As we just saw, background processes may display error messages to your
screen.

Like stdin and stdout, there is a stderr, which defaults to your screen.

Errors generated by ls will be sent to the file errs:

ls -lR / > allfiles 2> errs & # No space between 2>
[1]  3317

You can redirect stderr to a file or to the "bit bucket," /dev/null.

Errors generated by ls will not show anywhere:

ls -lR / > allfiles 2> /dev/null &
[1]     3427

Redirecting the Standard Error
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Please kill these background jobs so allfiles doesn't get too big, and remove allfiles after looking at it, so
we don't run out of disk space!

The standard streams are associated with numbers:

0 STDIN
1 STDOUT
2 STDERR

Find recursively all files in current directory, send errors and output to "files":

find . -print > files 2> &1

Same thing, except send errors to bit bucket:

find . -print > files 2> /dev/null

Look at the size of /dev/null.

ls -s /dev/null

Notice it is always 0!
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Look up the sleep command, then run these commands:

/bin/sleep 5
/bin/sleep 5; echo "Five seconds are up"
/bin/sleep 10 &
ps

Do you see the sleep command in the background? What is its PID?

Note that we use /bin/sleep because sleep may be a shell built-in.

Execute a sleep command that sleeps for five minutes in the background. Do a ps to get the PID of
the sleep, then kill it. Verify that it is gone.
(Solution: sleep1)

Type the command:

(/bin/sleep 10; echo 'Time to go home!') &

The parentheses have the effect of grouping the semicolon-separated commands together, and
running them in a subshell. Practice this. Try commands other than echo, such as who or ps. Also
try starting a grouped command in the background, then killing it. Make sure you understand what
happens.
(Solution: sleep2)

To practice stderr redirection, attempt to remove a nonexistent file, i.e.:

rm bozzzo

Now, do the same command but this time redirect stderr to another file. Look at the contents of
the file that received the stderr message. Try it once more with stderr going to the bit bucket.
(Solution: redirect)

Labs
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Chapter 7 - Loops

Objectives

Write more complex scripts with the
for and while loops.

Read lines from files.

Use arrays with loops.
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The for construct allows us to loop through a list of things:

fruitloop
#!/bin/ksh
for fruit in apples bananas pears grapes
do

echo "$fruit taste good."
echo "do you like $fruit?"

done

The shell places the words apples, bananas, etc., one-by-one, into the
variable fruit, and then runs the loop.

The for Loop
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Here is the description of the for loop in the manual page for ksh:

for identifier [ in word ... ] ;do list ;done

Each time a for command is executed, identifier is set
to  the next  word taken from the in word list.  If in
word ...  is omitted, then the for command executes the
do list once for each positional parameter that is set
(see Parameter  Substitution  below).   Execution  ends
when there are no more words in the list.

Loops are used in programs when a specific set of instructions must be executed several times. Usually, the
instructions perform some operation on a variable, and the variable changes value for each iteration of the
loop. Each time the instructions in the loop get executed, it is called one "iteration of the loop" or one "pass
through the loop."

The for statement executes the statements between do and done once for each word in list. The loop
variable is set to the words in list one by one, left to right, and the statements are executed for each word.

An example:

forloop2
#!/bin/ksh
# Assume you are in your home directory
for dir in Empdata Solutions scripts progs letters
do
   cd $dir
   ls -lt | head -4 | tail -3  # List three newest files
   cd ..
done

The way you access the value of the loop variable inside the loop is the same way you access any variable
in the shell:  you precede the variable name with a dollar sign. On the first pass through the loop, dir is set to
Empdata, and cd $dir actually is replaced with cd Empdata.
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The while command provides another looping mechanism.

Syntax:

while command returns true (0)
do

command1
command2
.
.
.

done

The for loop performs actions on a list of things.

The while loop performs actions while a specific condition remains true.

while repeatedly executes the conditional command and as long as it returns
true, the do-done statements get executed.

The while Loop
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Here is an example of a useful script that uses a while loop. It lets you edit files that contain a pattern when
you don't know the names of the particular files that contain that pattern. You may invoke it as:

vipat pattern *

vipat
#!/bin/ksh
# Edit argument files $2 ..., that contain pattern $1

if test $# -le 1
then
   echo "Usage: $0 pattern file ..."
else
   pattern=$1;  shift # Save original $1
   while [ $# -gt 0 ] # New $1 is first filename
   do
      grep "$pattern" $1 > /dev/null
      if [ $? -eq 0 ] ; then # If grep found pattern
         vi $1 # then vi the file
      fi
      shift
   done
fi
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The break command finishes a loop and continues execution immediately
after the loop.

The continue command returns control to the beginning of the loop.

break and continue
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phonebook
clear
while :
do

print -n "Enter full name: "
read name
print -n "Enter phone number: "
read phone
print "$name $phone" >> phonebook.txt

print -n "Continue? "
read ans

case "$ans" in
[Yy] | [Yy][Ee][Ss]) clear
  continue;;
[Nn] | [Nn][Oo]) echo "Ending..."
  break;;
esac

done

clear
print "Here is your phonebook:"
more phonebook.txt
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You may read lines from a file using the read command, a loop, and redirection.

while read var1 var2 ...
do

echo $var1 $var2 ...
done < thefile

Similarly, you can use a loop to process lines of output from a command.

who | sort | while read user terminal date
do

echo $user logged on $date
done

Reading Lines From Files
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Let's assume that the file (pets) we are reading from has two columns, separated by a space (or tab):

cat Fluffy
dog Phil
fish Wanda
rabbit Peter

We can read each line with a while loop:

petloop
#!/bin/ksh
while read animal name
do

echo "Animal is $animal, name is $name."
done < pets
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In the Korn shell, you can create an array with the set -A command:

set -A arrayname val1 val2 val3 ...
set -A names Larry Curly Moe

The subscripts of the array start with 0.

You may have up to 1024 elements.

To extract a value, use ${arrayname[i]}.

echo ${names[0]}    #prints Larry

To extract all the elements, use an asterisk as the subscript:

echo ${names[*]}

The elements will be on one line, separated by spaces.

You can combine arrays with loops using a for loop:

set -A filenames *
for file in ${filenames[*]}
do

...
done

Using Arrays with Loops
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array.ksh
#!/bin/ksh

set -A pets dog cat fish rabbit
for x in ${pets[*]}
do

echo "My pet is a $x."
done
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Write a script that runs in a loop, prompts for someone's name, reads the name into a variable,
cases on the variable, then prints a couple of comments about the person. If the name is not
recognized by the script, report that. Quit the program when the user enters the name quit.
(Solution: case2)

Write a script that uses a for loop to print out five presidents' last names. Make Lincoln one of
them.
(Solution: president1)

Modify the script in Lab  to check inside the loop if the current name is Lincoln and, if so, print
out "Call me Abe" on the line after his last name.
(Solution: president2)

Finally, expand the script in Lab  to use the elif construct to print out the first name of each
president in the loop.
(Solution: president3)

Write a script that prints the name of each file in your directory on a separate line, and next to each
file name prints the type of the file ("file" or "directory"). Run the script in a directory that has both
files and directories in it, such as your home directory.
(Solution: showfiles)

Labs
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